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Jerria Fun Facts
(Since We’re Dating Now)

1. I’m 32 years young
2. I enjoy long walks on the beach, underneath the moonlit sky.
3. I’m a professional drummer
4. I’m a rapper, music is my love language.
5. I was the first woman to run for Mayor of Historic Selma AL
6. My coalition currently has over 300 community partners
7. I’m 32 years young

Opioid Response Network

The State Targeted Response Technical Assistance Consortium (STR-TA), a grant funded by the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA), was created to provide education and training at a local level to provide evidence-based practices in the prevention, treatment and recovery of opioid use disorders.
Bad Date?

Why did you walk away?

What made it so crazy?

Your Partner isn’t afraid to challenge you.

You trust each other enough to allow some personal space.

You really care about your partner’s family liking you.

You know your partner’s not perfect, but think they’re perfect for you.

You’re each other’s biggest cheerleaders.

You’ve got each other’s back.

You’re vulnerable with each other.

You make life decisions together.

Relationships 101

Communication is KEY

Be authentically YOU

Keep it SPICY

J’s Dating Tips

Know and understand your PARTNER
**Dating Treatment Understanding**

[Image of people discussing]

**Dating Treatment (Communication)**

[Images of people engaging in conversations]

**Dating Treatment (Communication)**

[Images of people engaging in conversations]
Take time to date and meet ALL the fish in the sea [www.drug-rehabs.org](http://www.drug-rehabs.org)

Find voids to fill in their program, as you pinpoint voids to fill in yours

A process of change through which individuals improve their health and wellness, live a self-directed life, and strive to reach their full potential.
If we perceive recovery as a journey of transformation, then it is safe to assume that the goal of this transformation is to enable individuals impacted by addiction to live meaningful lives in their chosen communities while striving to achieve their full potential. You have an opportunity to be an ambassador of transformation.
Meet them where they are, then sit there with them.

Be their biggest supporter, they will be yours for life.

Do you, most awesome, adorable, and admirable prevention person take our intelligent treatment partners, and our inspiring recovery partners to be your lawfully wedded drug & substance abuse prevention team?

(Type I DO!)